
Material for the posters of Activity 4 

 

A. Topic titles 

Britain in Victorian times 

The poor and the rich in Victorian times 

Children at work 

The workhouse 

Oliver Twist 

 

B. Texts 

a. The story takes place in London. A baby called Oliver is born but his mother dies, so the church sends 

him to a workhouse. When Oliver asks for more food, because he feels hungry, they send him out. In 

the streets, he meets a gang of thieves, but a good man saves him and offers him a home. 

b. The director of the workhouse was the Beadle. He took all the decisions about everything in the 

workhouse with a board. There was also a master, a cook, assistants, a doctor and a teacher. 

c. Poor Victorian children worked to help their families. Many started work at the age of five. Children 

worked on farms, in rich homes, in factories and on city streets, selling things. They also worked as 

chimney sweepers, cleaning the inside of chimneys. 

d. Victorian Britain took this name after Queen Victoria, who was Britain's queen from 1837 until 1901. 

e. There was no electricity. Instead, gas lamps or candles were used for light. There were no cars. 

People travelled by boat or train, or used coach horses to move from place to place. 

f. The poor worked long hours, lived in very poor houses and ate poor food. Many of them lived in the 

streets. Poor children looked thin and hungry, wore poor clothes, and some had no shoes. Poor 

children had to work and the orphans lived in workhouses. 

g. Factory owners took children because they were cheap, had small fingers, and could get under the 

machines. Work was hard and dangerous for children. Children had accidents and died at work. 

h. Workhouses were places where poor people or orphan children lived. They all had to work in the 

workhouse. Food was too little and tasteless and the same every day. The children learnt to do a job. 

Everybody had to wear a uniform and obey the rules. 

i. Oliver Twist is a novel written in 1837 by, Charles Dickens, a British writer who lived in Victorian 

times. It tells the sad story of an orphan boy, Oliver, who has lots of unhappy experiences before he 

finds a real family to love and take care of him in the end.  

j. The rich didn’t need to work, lived in big houses with servants and wore nice clothes. Rich children 

went to school or had lessons at home. They also went on holidays.  

k. Britain became the richest and the strongest country in the world. Factories and machines were built 

and cities grew big, because people left their villages and went there to work in the factories. 
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